This paper discusses an aspect ofthe old (probably obsolescent) text-book wisdom conceming the Indo-European ablaut, namely the (once generally accepted) assumption that the o-grade is younger than than the e-grade: the o-grade arose from the egrade whenever the latter was not accented (under certain additional conditions). The aim of this paper is to show that accented e-grade and unaccented o-grade constitute a possible state of affairs in natura! languages. To this purpose,
This paper discusses an aspect ofthe old (probably obsolescent) text-book wisdom conceming the Indo-European ablaut, namely the (once generally accepted) assumption that the o-grade is younger than than the e-grade: the o-grade arose from the egrade whenever the latter was not accented (under certain additional conditions). The aim of this paper is to show that accented e-grade and unaccented o-grade constitute a possible state of affairs in natura! languages. To this purpose, 1 will make use of Naturalness Theory as currently practised especially in Austrian linguistics (see Dressler 2000) , and in my own surroundings at the University ofLjubijana (cf. Orešnik 2001) . Naturalness Theory operates with naturalness scales which ascribe greater or smaller naturalness to language units and categories. One of the leading theoreticians in the field ofnatural morphology, Austrian-based Willi Mayerthaler, distinguishes two kinds ofnaturalness, sem-and sym-naturalness (cf. Mayerthaler 1981 etc.) . Since 1 will make use of sem-naturalness only in the present paper, and as the latter is very similar to traditional markedness, I will refrain from discussing the difference between sem-and sym-naturalness. 1 will use the bare term naturalness, and set up the following approximate equations: more natura! = less marked, less natura! = more marked. The predicate natura! will be abbreviated as 'nat' in scales.
The essential difference between markedness and naturalness lies in the way they are determined. Markedness is determined ( computed) using the means at the disposal within the language whose units/categories are being dealt with. For instance, it can be assumed that unit A is less marked than unit B, ifunit A's sphere ofusage is greater that unit B 's sphere of usage. Other ways of ascertaining markedness are comfortably enumerated e.g. in Andersen 2001 . Contrariwise, the determination of naturalness is not limited to the means at the disposal in a single language, and broader data, for example typological data, are made extensive use of. For instance, if category A is wider-spread cross-linguistically than category B, it can be assumed that category A is more natura! than category B. Thus naturalness allows more ways of computation than markedness. Therefore I will make use of naturalness in the present paper.
The principled difference between markedness and naturalness is only apparently great. In both instances, the essential act is to determine indirectly how the human brain evaluates the relative difficulty, the relative stability etc. of any units and categories of a language.
For the purposes of the present paper I propose to suggest two new naturalness scales. One is, >nat (+accented, -accented) / vowel. The other scale is, >nat (e-vowel, o-vowel) . I proceed to adduce argumentation in support of the two scales.
The scale, >nat ( +accented, -accented) / vowel asserts that an accented vowel is more natura! than an unaccented vowel. The term accent is here used neutrally with respect to the kind of accent; the latter can be dynamic or tonemic. The scale can be supported with typological facts. In some languages, the word is only or almost only monosy llabic. Vietnamese is one of such Ianguages. It distinguishes accented and unaccented words. The class of unaccented words is limited, the class of accented words is not limited. Obviously, accented words are basic in this language (and in fact in any language ). It follows that the accented monosyllabic word is prototypical in natura! Ianguages. Given that in languages whose words are monosyllabic any difference between an accented word and an accented vowel can be neglected, it can be asserted that the accented vowel is the prototypical vowel in the languages of the world. This jibes well with the known fact that the class of accented vowels of many Ianguages is richer than the class of unaccented vowels. It has been observed within the theory of markedness that what is less marked often displays richer forms than what is more marked. For instance, it is expected that, in a language having case forms, the singular of nominal parts of speech shows more cases than the non-singular of those parts of speech.
The suggestion that monosyllabic accented words are prototypical can be supported in a negative way as well. There are no languages displaying only one structural type of accented words such that that structural type would not be monosyllabic.
My other scale is, >nat (e-vowel, o-vowel), i.e. an e-vowel is more natura! than an o-vowel. This scale can also be supported with typological data. As emphasized by Roman Jakobson 60 years ago (Jakobson [1940] 1969, 75-6 with references), some languages have e-vowels and Jack o-vowels; on the other hand, there are no languages having o-vowels and lacking e-vowels. Jakobson also drew attention to the following: during language acquisition, the child acquires e-vowels earlier than o-vowels.
l now propose to link the two scale with each other. I will use the principle of "markedness agreement" as formulated by Andersen 1972 . (To be sure, Andersen refers to the work of the Slavic scholar František Mareš. However, it is a fact that "markedness agreement" became known intemationally because of Andersen and in his interpretation and formulation.) Andersen's principle has remained uncontested; Andersen 2001 repeats it and adds new exemplification. According to "markedness agreement", an instance of less marked tends to associate with another instance of less marked, and an instance of more marked tends to associate with another instance of more marked. Transferred to naturalness, this means: an instance of more natura! tends to associate with another instance of more natura!, and an instance of less natura! tends to associate with another instance of less natura!.
The principle dictates that the accented vowel is linked with e-vowel, and that the unaccented vowel is linked with o-vowel.
However, since the link between the accented vowel and the e-vowels and the link between the unaccented vowel and the o-vowels are not the only possible links within the two pairs, other links being conceivable (for instance, between the vowel colour and the phonetic environment of the vowel), the preceding paragraph entitles me to suggest only the following two cautious alternative formulations (a) and (b) (whose format has been taken from Janez Orešnik's work, see Orešnik 2001 passim): (a) Ifthere is any difference between the accented and the unaccented vowel, such that one vowel is an e-vowel, and the other vowel is an o-vowel, then it is the accented vowel that tends to be an e-vowel, and it is the unaccented vowel that tends to be an o-vowel. (b) If there is any difference between an e-and an o-vowel, such that one of them is accented, and the other is unaccented, then it is the e-vowel that tends to be accented, and it is the o-vowel that tends to be unaccented.
I suggest that it can be seen from (a-b) that the link between the accented vowel and the e-vowel as well as the link between the unaccented vowel and the o-vowel are natura! in the sense that one would not be astonished if a language were found displaying exactly such a configuration of accentedness and vowel colour. In part, such a configuration can be observed (indirectly through reflexes or even directly) in some old Indo-European languages.
It is known that comparative linguists reconstructing prehistorical states often address the question as to whether the reconstructed state is a possible state in natura! languages. If they succeed in finding some natura! language in which the analogue of the reconstructed state is realized, the answer to the question is positive. However, it the linguist fails to find such a natura! language, the question arises as to how to support any assertion that the reconstructed state is a possible state in natura! languages. I suggest that the linguist could, at least in some cases, profit from the method described above.
To avoid misunderstandings, let me repeat that the above method helps to describe a reconstructed prehistorical state as a POSSIBLE state in natura! languages. The method does NOT assert that some given reconstructed prehistorical state is true/correct. Consequently my paper should not be construed as advocating certain aspects of some (obsolescent?) theory conceming the Indo-European ablaut.
